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Consumables
and accessories
An innovative range of drinking water solutions
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We know these are not normal times
and we’re right here to provide you
with the best solutions to meet your
hygiene needs backed by effortless
customer support.
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We’re always on the look out for the best products
and we are proud to bring you our new consumables
and accessories line.

Matt Hemming,
Director of
Customer
Experience
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What’s
new for
Winter
2020/21?
•

Enhanced hygiene range

•

Contactless dispensing

•

26

•

Everything we offer has been thoughtfully considered
to address the current situation and thoroughly road
tested. We’re confident you’ll like the range as much
as we do. If you need help choosing the right products,
give us a call, we’re always happy to help.

Call us on 0333 323 2732 or email
consumables@waterlogic.co.uk
Total Care service
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Hygiene solutions

6

Biodegradable cups and cones
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Subscriptions - guaranteed

Recyclable cups

16

supply, convenience 		

Reusable bottles
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Business restart packages -

Accessories
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hygiene and social distancing

Consumables Plus

28

and savings
•

Alongside delivering water to NHS key workers at the
Nightingale, we dedicated time in the March/April
lockdown improving our range to ensure you have
everything you need to safely hydrate your workforce.
As well as biodegradable cups, reusable bottles and
disinfectants, we have introduced essential products
and materials to help you make the workplace
COVID-secure.

Hygiene guaranteed
throughout entire supply chain

3

Total Care service
you can trust

Providing greener
solutions

Our team is always on hand to
ensure you get the right solution
for all your hydration needs.

We are proud of our green
credentials and we have gone
out of our way to reduce
single-use plastic.

We offer a wide range of dispenser consumables
and accessories to help you enjoy great-tasting water
and keep your dispenser hygienically clean and safely
performing at its best.

I AM ECO
FRIENDLY

All our products are carefully selected and competitively
priced so you benefit from cost-effective, easy to use
solutions that are compatible with our dispensers.
Backed by our UK-based friendly and responsive customer
experience teams based in locations throughout the country,
you can enjoy hassle-free ordering and prompt delivery
for all your hydration needs under one roof.

We know that 72% of workers feel there is more
their employer could do to reduce single-use plastic
bottles*. That’s why we offer a range of eco-friendly
reusable and biodegradable bottles, cones and
cups so you can create a greener workplace.
Where using single-use plastic is unavoidable, we
offer a cup recycling scheme to ensure waste is
AVAILABLE ON
disposed
of responsibly. Find out more on pages 17.
SUBSCRIPTION

AVAILABLE ON

*Hydration in the Workplace Report 2019/20
AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION

SUBSCRIPTION

Available on
subscription
Our new subscription service is a cost-effective
and convenient way of guaranteeing that you never
run out of the products you love.
•
•
•
•

Guaranteed supply to your door
Save time and money
Cancel or change at any time
Free gift with your introductory subscription

Placing an
order is easy
1

Find the products you
£
need or speak to us for
AVAILABLE ON
a recommendation

SUBSCRIPTION
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Fast and safe contactless delivery*
Working together with DHL and FedEx, our delivery
network enables us to provide national 48-hour
door-to-door contactless delivery during working
hours across our entire consumables range.

AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION
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I t’s quick and easy to order
online or you can contact us
on 0333 323 2732,
consumables@waterlogic.co.uk
Receive your products within
2 business days or on your next
scheduled delivery

Helping you
stay safe

£
AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION

We realise more than ever that
protecting your employees and customers
from the spread of germs is paramount.
That’s why we provide practical solutions to help keep your dispenser
as hygienic as possible. Turn to pages 6-13 to find products specially designed
to provide dispenser sanitisation, encourage social distancing, hand and
respiratory hygiene.
We ensure the safe handling of our products during production through to
delivery so that you can rest easy knowing we’re taking every possible precaution.
Our responsibly handled products are manufactured with no human contact
in a process audited for hygiene, compliant with the following certifications:
ISO9001, ISO140001, OHSAS18001:2007, HACCP, BSCI; contactless delivery.

*Delivery fee may apply
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Hygiene solutions providing
unrivalled purity and security
We realise more than ever that protecting your
people is paramount. That’s why we offer a
comprehensive range of solutions that support
you in providing a safe and hygienic working
environment.

Purity
Protection
Hands-free

Your Waterlogic dispenser incorporates superior filtration, purification
and antimicrobial technologies, including Firewall® and BioCote®
on many models, to ensure you enjoy the safest and best quality
water possible.

Sanitisation
Hygiene

Benefit from added peace of mind with our easy-to-buy practical
solutions including dispenser sanitisation products, personal protective
equipment (PPE), hands-free solutions and point of dispense
reminders to help you prevent the spread of germs in the workplace.

Messaging

Savings and
guaranteed
supply
Now with a lock-box
worth £24.99 +VAT,
conveniently attached
to your water dispenser
to enable easy access.
Free with your introductory
subscription.

AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION
AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION

£
AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION

Click to buy now
6
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Save up to
£95 per month
on your hand
sanitising costs

Dispenser sanitisation
Our Aqua Dosa sanitisation products are specifically
formulated for cleaning our water dispensers.
Use regularly throughout the day as part of your hygiene regime to keep your machine
germ-free and in great condition in-between scheduled services. Aqua Dosa is tough on
germs but kind on surfaces, including BioCote® antimicrobial protected dispensers.

Contactless hand sanitisation
Introducing the most effective way to keep hands hygienically clean.
More efficient than other liquid and gel dispensing stations, allowing
you to save up to £95 per month on your hand sanitising costs whilst
achieving more than 3,000 sanitisations per litre.
Our innovative hand sanitisation stations use the most advanced sensors to automatically detect hands for
peace of mind protection with every spray. Simply place your hands in the dispensing area and a fine mist
covers every part of your hand with no wastage.

Add your logo
Our automatic hand wash
units can be branded with your
company logo to promote
your message of hand hygiene
in the workplace.

Hand sanitising liquid
Automatic hand
sanitisation stations
A premium product designed
for style and safety. Available
in white, grey and dark grey to
suit your environment, with LED
base lighting so you’ll never miss
the opportunity to stay safe.

High-quality sanitising liquid
with enhanced 80% alcohol
formulation offering maximum
anti-bacterial protection.
Volume: 5 litres
Active ingredient: Ethanol
Quantity: 4

Aqua Dosa disinfectant wipes
Using the same active ingredient
as the disinfectant spray, our
convenient, easy-to-use wipes
sanitise your dispenser in an instant.
Capacity: Tub of 150 wipes
Active ingredient: Byotrol
Quantity: 1
Food grade, fragrance-free wipes
effective against viruses without
the need for water, with quat-free
listeria control.

No-touch
dispense

Use regularly
Dispose after use

Capacity: 100 wipes pouch
Active ingredient: Byotrol
Quantity: Box of 12 pouches

Click to buy now

Aqua Dosa disinfectant spray
A powerful yet gentle and long-lasting
disinfectant that continues to work
for 24 hours after application. This
non-hazardous, non-flammable and
environmentally safe sanitising spray
contains Byotrol. Byotrol kills germs
and microbes, effectively tackling
bacteria, fungi and viruses including
H1N1 and MRSA.

Active ingredient: Byotrol

8

Kills
of bacteria and viruses,
and protects surfaces
for 24 hours

Easy-to-use

Volume: 150ml

Visit this page or talk to us on 0333 323 2732 today

99.99%

Best
seller

Quantity: 6

99.99%

Kills
of bacteria and viruses,
and protects surfaces
for 24 hours
Easy-to-use spray
No need to wipe
Leave to dry
Use every day

9

Hands-free dispensing
Now there’s no need to touch buttons, dials or
levers. Help reduce cross-contamination in
the workplace with our hands-free solutions.

Upgrade your bottled water cooler
with these hygienic push levers. Simply
push your cup or bottle against the
lever to dispense water. Fits our Glacier
and Avalanche coolers. Subject to
installation fee.

Visit this page or talk to
us about our hands-free
solutions today.
10
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Push levers for bottled
water coolers
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Easy to use, press and hold foot pedal to
dispense cold, sparkling, ambient, hot
or extra hot water. Our foot pedals fit
any Waterlogic freestanding dispenser.
Choice of payment options available.

US

Foot pedals for
freestanding dispensers
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Best
seller
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Their intuitive touchless functionality means there’s even less opportunity for
germs to spread between users. Our qualified technicians simply retro fit your
existing dispenser so there’s no need to replace or remove your current dispenser.

A N D S -F RE

E

Social distancing stickers
As human interaction in the workplace has had to change, it’s important
to help people remember the responsible actions they must take to
safeguard themselves and others.
These attractive and durable anti-slip vinyl
stickers can be placed at the foot of your
dispenser to remind users to keep a safe
distance from others, fill up and move on.
Quantity: Pack of 4
Material: Anti-slip vinyl
Size: 300mm

Click to buy now
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Dispenser restart and
usage guide
Wondering what to do to restart
your dispenser after a period
of closure and how to keep it
operating hygienically? These
guidelines offer you practical
support to help keep your
dispenser clean and safely
performing at its best.

Personal protection
To complement our range of dispenser
sanitisation products we also provide a variety
of products to help achieve personal protection
and enable responsible dispensing and general
use around the workplace.

“Waterlogic did a great job in
supplying us with hand sanitiser
wipes when others couldn’t
deliver during lockdown.”

Download now

Richard Bond, Food Services Manager, O2

Disposable gloves

Hand sanitiser gel

Hygienic, disposable one size fits
all single-use gloves. These strong
and durable gloves provide enough
protection whilst being light
enough to maintain dexterity.

Kind to your hands, our 70%
alcohol-based sanitising gel is
99.99% effective against bacteria
and viruses without the need
for water.

Quantity: 250 pairs

Volume: 100ml

Material: Polythene

Active ingredient: Byotrol

Size: One size

Quantity: 6 bottles

Disposable face masks
Protect yourself and others from the
spread of germs with these disposable
face masks that fit comfortably over
your nose and mouth.

Save money with our
new subscription
service and guarantee
you never run out.

Handy Hygiene pack
Keep a handy supply of gloves, wipes and sanitising
hand gel in this convenient pack. Different sizes and
configurations available, please just ask.
3 x 100 disinfectant wipes
2 x hand sanitising gel
250 pairs of disposable gloves AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION

Click to buy now

Click to buy now

AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION

Quantity: Pack of 50
12
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100% biodegradable,
compostable cups
Waterlogic is an environmentally conscious company. That’s why
we offer green solutions for your hot and cold drinking needs.
Care for the planet and its most precious resource, fresh water, runs through everything we do.
We are continually working to help reduce the impact of single-use plastics across our business
and for our customers.

Planet cups

Paper cones

Our Planet cups use cutting-edge bio-plastic
technology to offer an eco-friendly, reusable
alternative to single-use plastic. Planet cups are
lined with a resin made from corn starch which
is a renewable, carbon neutral source and 100%
biodegradable and compostable.

Reduce office clutter and get hot on hygiene
with this convenient single-serve paper cone
that’s recyclable, naturally biodegradable
and home compostable too.

Planet cups are well insulated to keep drinks
hot or cold, and sealed to prevent leaking.
In fact, you can use a Planet cup many times to get
the most out of your purchase and limit the
excessive waste created by single-use alternatives.

In response to your needs our great value paper
cones offer unparalleled sustainability and
hygiene. Germs survive for shorter periods
on paper compared to plastic and because of
their unique shape, cones need to be disposed
after every use, meaning there’s less chance to
spread germs in the workplace.

Volume: 7oz

Volume: 4oz

Material: PLA

Material: Paper

Quantity: 1000

Quantity: 5000

Type: Hot and cold drinks

Type: Cold drinks

Features:
Biodegradable
Compostable
Responsibly handled

Features:
Biodegradable
Home compostable		
Recyclable
Responsibly handled

Best
seller

AVAILABLE ON

Click to buy now

SUBSCRIPTION
AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION

AVAILABLE ON

£

SUBSCRIPTION

I AM ECO
FRIENDLY

AVAILABLE
ON
AVAILABLE
ON
SUBSCRIPTION
SUBSCRIPTION

Call 0333 323 2732, email consumables@
waterlogic.co.uk £or visit us to place an order

Our Planet cups
are tested and certified
to break down within

12 weeks

in the right composting
conditions

AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION
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Recyclable cups
AVAILABLE ON

We provide a range of robust drinkingSUBSCRIPTION
water
cups to suit both your hot and cold water needs.
All cups fit our standard Waterlogic cup dispensers, so you
can keep them ready to use where and when you need them.

AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION

£
AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION

Clear or blue plastic cups
A strong and easy-to-handle 100%
recyclable disposable cup that’s
reusable too.
Volume: 7oz
Material: Polypropylene
Quantity: 2000
Type: Cold drinks
Features:
Blue or clear 			
Recyclable

Individually wrapped
plastic cups
This good-sized, robust and 100%
recyclable cup is individually
wrapped for maximum hygiene.

Do your bit
and join our cup
recycling scheme

Volume: 9oz
Material: Polypropylene
Quantity: 1000
Type: Cold drinks
Features:
Individually wrapped
Recyclable

Ensure your cups are disposed of responsibly.
Joining our cup recycling scheme helps you reduce your impact
on the environment and supports our own environmental goals.
We can provide a recycling bin and recycling bags which are
collected on a monthly basis or when we make a delivery of
bottled water. Our recycling bins hold up to 500 cups at a time,
helping to reduce clutter around the workplace.

Click to buy now
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Dispose

Collect

Recycle
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Recyclable cups,
lids and stirrers

Call 0333 323 2732, email consumables@
waterlogic.co.uk or visit us to place an order

Ripple cups

Best
seller

A best seller, our all-purpose
large paper cup will suit all
your drinking needs. The ripple
design ensures the cup is never
too hot to hold.
Volume: 12oz
Material: Card and PE lining

Best
seller

Quantity: 500

Swirl hot cups

Swirl cold cups

Use this attractive sturdy
paper cup for both hot
and cold drinks.

A 100% recyclable
alternative to plastic
cups for your cold drinks.

Volume: 9oz

Volume: 7oz

Material: Paper and
wax lining

Material: Paper and
wax lining

Quantity: 1000

Quantity: 2000

Type: For hot and cold drinks

Type: For cold drinks

Features:
Recyclable

Features:
Recyclable

Type: For hot and cold drinks
Features:
Recyclable
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Dome lids

Swirl dome lids

Wooden stirrers

Keep your drinks safe from spills,
perfect for when you’re on the
go. 100% recyclable.

Avoid spills and keep your drinks
warm with these 100% recyclable
Swirl cup compatible lids.

Volume: 12oz or 16oz

Volume: 9oz

Our disposable wooden
stirrers are perfect for hot
drinks and they’re 100%
naturally biodegradable.

Material: Polystyrene

Material: Polystyrene

Quantity: 1000

Quantity: 1000

Features:
Recyclable

Features:
Recyclable

Material: Wood
Quantity: 1000
Features:
Biodegradable
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Stainless steel
reusable bottles
I AM ECO
FRIENDLY

Reduce your reliance on single-use
plastic with a range of long-lasting reusable
bottles to suit your needs and budget.
Look after the wellbeing of your employees as well as the planet
with our durable stainless steel range. Providing your workforce
with reusable bottles is a cost-effective, eco-friendly solution that
encourages good hydration and saves you money in the long-term.

Waterlogic push
button bottle
It’s ergonomic shape, push
button access, double wall
insulation and vacuum seal,
makes the Waterlogic reusable
push button bottle especially
good at keeping drinks piping
hot, time after time.

Waterlogic screw
top bottle

Volume: 400ml

A natural replacement for the
single-use plastic bottle, our
Waterlogic reusable screw top
bottle keeps drinks refreshingly
cold and it’s leak free.

Material: Food-grade
stainless steel
Quantity: Single or packs of 6
Type: Hot and cold drinks

Volume: 480ml

Over

72%

of workers use
refillable bottles
at work*
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*Hydration in the Workplace Report 2019/20

Material: Food-grade
stainless steel
Quantity: Single or packs of 6

I AM ECO
FRIENDLY

Features:
Leak proof
Double wall insulation
Vacuum sealed heat retention

Type: Hot and cold drinks
Features:
Leak proof
Double wall insulation

Call 0333 323 2732, email consumables@
waterlogic.co.uk or visit us to place an order
21

BPA-free
plastic
reusable
bottles

Personalised
sports bottle
The perfect bulk-buy reusable
bottle for personalisation.
Request a free mock-up now.
Volume: 500ml
Material: BPA-free plastic

Our reusable plastic bottles
are BPA-free, so you can be
confident they are safe to
drink from.

Your
logo
here

These bottles are a cost-effective
alternative to stainless steel when
you’re looking to replace single-use
plastic in the workplace.

Tritan™ sports bottle
A good-sized reusable bottle
great for keeping you hydrated
when you’re on the move. Tritan™
is a speciality BPA-free plastic
that is clear, durable and
most importantly, safe.
Volume: 750ml
Material: Tritan™ plastic
Quantity: Packs of 6
Type: Cold drinks
Features:
BPA-free
Ergonomic design
Dishwasher safe
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Quantity: Packs of 50
Type: Cold drinks
Features:
BPA-free
BSEN71 certified
Dishwasher safe
Hands-free cap
*Minimum order
quantities apply

Best
seller

Ideal for schools
Add your school
logo to our
personalised* sports
bottle. It’s great
for keeping your
students hydrated
and ready to learn.
* Personalised minimum
order 500

Call 0333 323 2732,
email consumables@
waterlogic.co.uk or
visit us to place an order
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Reusable glass bottles
Bespoke high-quality glass bottles offering 		
a sustainable and hygienic solution to 		
workplace hydration.
Our stylish bottles are dishwasher safe so you can be sure of optimum
cleanliness. They can be customised to your taste with your own
branding and choice of lid, perfect for events and board rooms.

Oslo bottle
A sturdy design with choice
of screw top lid.

Stamp your own identity
All our bottles can be branded.
Great for your employees and
as gifts for customers too.
Ask for a quote today.

Volume: 500ml or 700ml
Material: Glass
Quantity: 1
Features:
Black, silver or gold lids
Branding available
Dishwasher safe

Swing top bottle
Traditional bottle with vintage
style lid.
Volume: 500ml or 700ml
Material: Glass

Thai bottle
A tall, uncomplicated and
modern design with choice
of screw top lid.
Volume: 700ml

Quantity: 1
Features:
Swing top lid		
Branding available
Dishwasher safe

Material: Glass
Quantity: 1
Features:
Blue, white or black lids
Branding available
Dishwasher safe
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Call 0333 323 2732,
email consumables@waterlogic.co.uk
or visit us to place an order
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Accessories
Ensure you get the best from your water
dispenser with our carefully selected
range of compatible accessories.
Anti-slip absorbing floor mat
The anti-slip floor mat not only prevents accidental water
spillage from causing injury, but it also protects the floor
from water damage, scratches and dents. Made of
non-slip Nitrile rubber and high-twist nylon pile, the
mat securely grips a variety of surfaces such as stone,
laminate, wood or carpet and holds up to 3 litres of water.

Replace
every 12
months

Material: Nitrile rubber and nylon
Dimensions: 600 x 900mm

Best
seller

Quantity: 1

Replace
every 12
months

Cup dispenser

Replacement drip tray

A practical and easy-todispense solution for storing
cups. Our cup dispensers
are fully compatible with
our range of freestanding
water dispensers and our
recyclable, compostable and
biodegradable cups and cones.
See cups on pages 14-19.

Have you lost your drip tray or is
it looking past its best? We have
a range of antimicrobial protected
replacements to fit all our
dispensers to not only keep your
dispense area dry and hygienically
clean, but looking great too.

Dimensions: 7oz, 9oz or 12oz

Material: BioCote®
antimicrobial protection

4 bottle rack

Bottle cover

Our practical and sturdy
bottle rack stores up to
four bottles at a time to
maximise floor space and
provide easy access.

Keep your bottled water
protected from direct
sunlight with this easy to use,
slip-on cover to prevent the
growth of algae and ensure
the freshness of your water.

To fit: 13 litre or 18.9 litre
Quantity: 1

To fit: 13 litre or 18.9 litre
Quantity: 1

Cup recycling bin
Dimensions: 			
354(w) x 354 (d) x 570 (h) mm

Quantity: 1

Quantity: 1

Capacity: 500 cups
Quantity: 1

Call 0333 323 2732, email consumables@
waterlogic.co.uk or visit us to place an order
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Replace
every 12
months

Find out
about our cup
recycling scheme
on page 17
27

Consumables Plus
A range of hot and cold drinks, accompanying
condiments and snacks, plus eco-friendly cups
to meet the break time needs of any workplace.

Robinsons squash
A great-tasting, no added
sugar range with real fruit
and no artificial colours or
flavours. Just add to cold
water for a refreshing low
calorie drink.

6 pack of 66ml
Squash’d bottles
also available

Flavours: Orange; Summer
Fruits; Apple and Blackcurrant
Volume: 1 litre
Quantity: 1
Features: 			
No added sugar 			
No artificial colours 		
No artificial flavours

Twinings Cold Infuse
A refreshing fruity infusion for water
bottles to help you stay hydrated
throughout the day. Perfect in still
or sparkling cold water.
Flavours: Apple, Blueberry
and Blackcurrant; Passionfruit,
Mango and Orange;
Watermelon, Strawberry
and Mint
Quantity: Jar of 12 sachets
Features: 			
No added sugar 			
All natural ingredients

Kenco Really
Smooth coffee

Kenco Millicano
coffee

Yorkshire Tea
Original

Twinings Pure
.Green Tea

Cadbury’s Instant
Drinking .Chocolate

Expertly roasted, specially
selected Arabica beans
capture a smooth and
distinctive rich taste in this
well-balanced premium blend.

Millicano coffee blends
traditional instant coffee with
finely milled real coffee beans
for a smooth, full-bodied,
velvety flavour and rich aroma.

A proper brew - pure and
simple. This original blend that’s
big on flavour and strength,
comes in a variety of sizes to suit
your needs.

Gentle sencha steaming
and pan firing creates this
refreshing, earthy blend which
retains its natural, distinctive
flavour.

Perfect for those days when tea
and coffee doesn’t hit the spot.
Offering a smooth, warming
and comforting effect any time
of the day.

Weight: 750g

Weight: 500g

Pack size: 160, 480 or 1040 bags

Size: 20 bags

Weight: 1 kg

Quantity: 1

Quantity: 1

Quantity: 1 pack

Quantity: 1 pack

Quantity: 1 pack

Call 0333 323 2732, email consumables@
waterlogic.co.uk or visit us to place an order
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Cadbury’s Drinking
Chocolate sachets

Lotus caramelised
biscuits

The same great Cadbury’s taste
in a single-serve sachet. No mess
and perfectly portion-controlled,
just add boiling water.

The original tasty caramelised
biscuit to accompany a freshly
made cup of tea or coffee.
Individually wrapped for
freshness and hygiene.

Quantity: 1 pack of 50 sachets
Features: 			
Sealed for freshness
Fairtrade

Quantity: 6 x packs of 50
Features: Individually wrapped

Tate & Lyle Shake
.and Pour sugar

Crawfords Minipack
biscuits

Granulated white pure cane
sugar in an easy-to-use
dispenser, perfect for refilling
sugar bowls or shaking the right
amount in drinks or over food.

A range of 6 traditional biscuits
for a welcoming break time
treat. Packaged in packs of
three for freshness and hygiene,
and no waste.

Weight: 750g

Quantity: 100 packs of 3
biscuits

Quantity: 1 pack

Features: Individually wrapped

Lakeland semiskimmed UHT milk
Long-life semi-skimmed milk in
a convenient pot containing a
generous single serving. Closed
design prevents contamination.
Volume: 12ml
Quantity: 			
1 pack of 120 pots

30

Call 0333 323 2732, email consumables@
waterlogic.co.uk or visit us to place an order
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Cariad coffee
An ethically sourced, smooth Arabica coffee with rich chocolate and caramel tones, complemented by a
subtle citrus flavour. A medium roast blend of Arabica beans from Central America, Ethiopia and Sumatra,
perfect for coffee lovers everywhere. Enjoy Cariad coffee in a variety of forms, from beans to sachets and bags.

Whole beans of our
master blend.

Ground beans of our
master blend.

Volume: 500g

Volume: 250g

Quantity: 12 Packs

Quantity: 20 Packs

Individual 60g filter
coffee sachets of our
master blend.

Single-serve bags of our
master blend. Available
decaffeinated.

Volume: 60g

Volume: 7.5g

Quantity: 50 Sachets

Quantity: 100 bags

Do you have a Flavia
Coffee machine?
Ask us about our range
of Flavia compatible
products.

I AM ECO
FRIENDLY

Reusable 		
ecoffee cup
An environmentally-friendly
cup made from sustainably
sourced bamboo fibre. A range
of styles and sizes with silicone
holder for perfect grip and leak
proof lid, keeping your drink
hot for longer.

Size: 14oz or 16oz
Quantity: 1
Material: 		
Bamboo cup 			
Silicone holder and lid
Features: 		
Reusable			
Leak proof 		
Dishwasher safe			
Range of styles

Triple certified
Cariad is Waterlogic’s own high-quality
brand of coffee. We are proud to source
our coffee beans from organic accredited and
environmentally-friendly sources to ensure our fellow
organic farmers are paid a fair price for their products.

Call 0333 323 2732, email consumables@
waterlogic.co.uk or visit us to place an order
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Peace of mind
hygiene solutions
for your every day

Extensive choice,
outstanding quality
and exceptional care

New for
Winter
2020/21

Supporting you to provide a safe and
hygienic environment that encourages
healthy hydration.

You’ll find everything you need under one
roof backed by a friendly and responsive Total
Care service you can trust.

Enjoy total peace of mind with our extended range of
dispenser sanitisation products plus new hand sanitiser
stations, personal protective equipment, hands-free
solutions and point of dispense reminders to help
you prevent the spread of germs in the workplace.
If you haven’t already checked the range out,
turn to pages 6-13.

From cups and bottles you can choose to reuse and single-serve
cups that can be responsibly disposed, to hygiene solutions,
dispenser accessories and drinking consumables. Our highquality products have been carefully selected to help you meet
sustainability goals and maintain hygiene in the workplace, as well
as delivering on all your workplace hydration needs.

Let us take the hassle
out of reordering
You asked about hassle-free reordering,
and we listened.
Our new subscription service is a cost effective and convenient
way of guaranteeing that you never run out of the products you
love. Simply set up a subscription on your first order or we
can do it for you the next time you place an order.

AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION
AVAILABLE ON
SUBSCRIPTION
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Call 0333 323 2732,
email consumables@
waterlogic.co.uk or
visit us to place an order
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Better thinking, better water,
better for you, better for the planet

TM

At Waterlogic, everything starts with the way we think
about water. Behind every drop of Waterlogic water
are years of knowledge, innovation and experience to
deliver purified, great-tasting water in the safest and
most sustainable way.
And because we design, manufacture, distribute,
install and service our own water dispensers, you can
enjoy unparalleled product quality including a range
of consumables and accessories, and highly responsive
Total Care service that is second-to-none.
Contact us today to learn more about Waterlogic
and find out which solution is right for you.

Call 0333 323 2732
Email consumables@waterlogic.co.uk
Visit www.waterlogic.co.uk
Together, we’re making a difference.
We proudly support Make-A-Wish® UK,
who grants magical wishes to children and young
people fighting life-threatening conditions.
Since being established in the UK in 1986,
they have granted over 7,500 wishes.
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